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This precious freedom — the most precious thing we have — with freedom we are master of our own individual destiny. We can work for ourselves, for our families and through them for our country. We can carve our own lives, out of the world employing all our inner initiative and courage.

Freedom has developed the great without freedom the best material things this land can offer would be worthless shuddering with new hearts and all human emotions destroyed.

Freedom has developed the great Nation of the world. Lead Britain and her Commonwealth of Nations. Lead Britain the mother of all democracies and the birthplace of political freedom as we know it. The U.S.A.,
where the greatest possible emphasis is placed upon the individual and his inalienable rights. Our own Australia, once a child of the British Empire, now a partner in a great commonwealth—one of the great free countries of the world. This is the chief thing that makes Australia an attractive home for migrants from Europe, many of whom have known the cruel yoke of political tyranny. Freedom, as we know it, expect it and often take for granted, has been the proud possession of people in a few chosen countries for less than 200 years. Before that, even under the so-called enlightened Absolvent, democracy was a meaningless word for the great majority of the people. Even today true freedom in the political sense is known to less than half the people on the world surface. To those that have it, from Australia...
In the vast ancient forgotten

Freedom is best secured if in
the Lake Placid Roosevelt in wrote and
freed from fear, freed from want, freed
of speech and of worship. The fruit of these
freed from fear within the right to elect
and to dismiss government through a fee
vote of each individual. Only while each one
of us collectively, are wanted. For govern,
are we free from fear and for this reason,
whether twice or want, most important for why then
the people cannot then well effectively,
our freedom want within the
right to choose our work, to bring
truth to the world. An English man have a
“castle” to receive a just portion
of the world material goods in return
of work, fairly done. Freedom of speech
to work fairly done. Freedom of speech
without fear, a favour, being true to our
to our own thoughts. Finally, freedom of worship is the right to choose our own place of prayer—a right that has been denied so often in many countries of the world.

Letting down the hard political fact, there are many things that forward one can do to preserve freedom and there are still many things they can do to eat it away, almost unknown and almost unseen. Around the question resolve, the stormy questions of controls. I believe we must sharply that it is the government's job to preserve full employment and stability, to prevent inflation, to ensure fair income, to ensure a fair distribution of the national burden throughout the community (achieved by a lower rate of tax).
and to encourage an increase in national wealth so that our standard of life may rise. We must also in your country such as Australia, achieve a worthwhile national development programme to build on thought for the future.

In normal times, such as these, I believe wise use of budget and bond policy is all that should be required for us to achieve this and that we can, on sight as a target, that we can reach within the limits imposed by these measures. I do not believe that we should resort to all sorts of arbitrary regulations, capital controls, direct controls.
If indeed a employment, all of which
have at some time a another before had their
advocate. It is true that in true, if
emergency can become necessary to prevent injustice
but it is also true that if these
controls are left in being then so much
of our freedom is destroyed and freedom
I believe is worth knowing as itself.
Without the freedom initiative
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